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Abstract
The modeling of a customer experience realized through a service blueprint is
useful for visualizing the structures and processes involved in its production.
However, the classical service blueprint fails to consider the contribution of
human factors—motivation, emotion, satisfaction, etc.—that are essential
elements of service interactions and can represent important risks of
non-quality. Consequently, we have developed an enhanced service blueprint
dedicated to Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), which includes the human
factor dimension. In order to take into account the human factor dimension
in the service blueprinting syntax, we include a sociogram. A sociogram is a
graph whose nodes are linked together by arrows expressing sociological and
psychological variables. Thus we are able to measure and visually identify the
areas at risk in an integrated manner, those which are typically attached to the
dominant human factor component of service productions. To illustrate this
new ERM modeling concept, we have developed a case study related to a service at the reception of a luxury hotel. We are thus able to show the advantages of using the service blueprinting approach compared to the classical risk
mapping process in the context of ERM.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to show the importance of human factors when
dealing with risks in service experiences. To this end, we have developed a new
model called the “riskoprint” based on multiple experiments conducted at the
University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland (HES-SO) with MSc stuDOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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dents in Service Management and Engineering and with MBA students in Enterprise Risk Management. The model has been tested in our consulting activities in sectors such as travel agencies, libraries, welcome desks, the police, various departments in public services (traditional and online), private banks, and
others [1].
A service acquires value once the client perceives the benefits of it. Today,
most of these salient attributes (i.e. elements of perceived value) are perceived
during the service experience itself, when the process of service co-creation occurs between clients and the service provider. As a result, when developing an
enterprise risk management approach, the full scope of cultural, operational, and
experiential contexts from the perspectives of both the service provider and the
client is needed [2] [3]. Enterprise Risk Management in this context should take
into account that it is mainly the client value perception that needs to be protected. Risks are consequently of human origin.
To address these human risks in service productions, we propose a new model
combining service blueprinting (for the visualization of the service experience)
with sociograms (to measure elements of human interactions).
For illustration in this paper, we have applied our new modeling approach to
address a human-related problem through a service experience at the reception
of a luxury hotel. In this regard, we have designed a methodology to highlight
the service experience with the key actors, and to identify and locate risk areas,
with the ultimate goal of understanding, solving, decreasing, or anticipating
human problems or risks.
In general terms, the concept of our proposal is to further integrate human
value directly into the service blueprinting method. To achieve this, we used the
blueprint mix, which traces and presents the service experience for each actor
from the beginning to the end of the journey, along with the sociogram, which
highlights how the actors interact with each other and the quality of the connections. This allows us to focus on the human component. In a risk management
context, our approach (named the “riskoprint”) could be compared to the COSO
model or conventional risk mapping, with the classic colors borrowed from heat
maps: red, yellow or orange and green. One could therefore measure the human
risk in its whole or integrated way throughout the service experience through the
interaction zone for all the actors involved.
The riskoprint could be an original human risk management tool for services
(re)design and risk management. In addition, the riskoprint should be used to
map risk areas at the human level throughout the service life through service
blueprinting. This concept could be paralleled with the explorer who would
draw his geographical map throughout his journey. The representation of the
itinerary could thus correspond to the actor’s life journey during the service experience. The key actors would be the populations encountered by the explorer,
and the obstacles could be the different dysfunctions that can happen all along
the way. The map would serve as a tool for the journey, highlighting the areas
lived or discovered, and locating treasures or salient attributes (i.e. elements of
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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perceived value). In the case of service and service blueprinting, the map does
not represent different geographical areas, but rather different mental zones. In
addition, the mix between the service blueprint and the risk map enables us to
concretely visualize the zones of the service which may pose a problem or risk.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a literature review
showing the important scientific work related to human risk in the service experience. We see that in most cases these risks are partially addressed; In Section 3,
we define the notion of human risk and explain how it is integrated in enterprise
risk management (ERM) standards. We also explain the practical service blueprinting approach as well as the sociogram and their relationship to human risk;
In Section 4, we develop a full case study in hospitality management. We start
with a detailed storyline depicting the entire service experience. Then we model
it with the blueprint. Finally, we zoom in on the decisive service interaction
thanks to the sociogram enabling us to address the human risk; In Section 5, we
conclude by once more explaining the logic of mixing service blueprinting and
the sociogram. We also propose an integrated modeling tool that adds a risk
map to the blueprint and the sociogram in order to monitor the human risk
along the overall service experience.

2. Literature Review
The scientific literature about human risk arising in the service experience is
huge. As our main objective is to improve risk management for services, we have
thus concentrated our review on three domains related to service blueprinting,
sociograms, and enterprise risk management (ERM). The goal of this thorough
literature review is to establish links among these three important domains to
develop a new approach to risk management for services.
The modeling of a service production, usually referred to as a service blueprint, is often conceptualized in a linear or matrix form [4] [5]. These models,
while useful for visualizing the structures and processes involved in service production, fail to consider the contribution of human factors—motivation, emotion, satisfaction, etc.—that are also essential elements of service interactions. It
is therefore necessary to focus on the satisfaction and behavior of customers and
employees.
A sociogram is defined as a “sociometric diagram representing the pattern of
relationships between individuals in a group, usually expressed in terms of
which persons they prefer to associate with” (Random House Dictionary). Using
this instrument we are able to measure risks which reflect the dominant human
factor component of service productions. The sociogram can be used to model a
human problem contained within group interactions in order to provide a solution. For example, using the sociogram we can see if there is some pressure concentrated on a single person within the group, and once it is discovered we can
protect this person. It can thus show the interactions in the service experience,
measure the mood (satisfaction, etc.) of the people in the inter-connections, and
identify human risks. The aim is to focus on the human factor and thus protect
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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the service in question.
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) encompasses all the means a company
can employ to increase its chances of reaching its business objectives. The two
main ERM standards are COSO ERM and ISO 31000. COSO (Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission) is an internal control
framework and ISO 31000 is a family of risk management standards codified by
the International Organization for Standardization. These standards provide
principles, frameworks and guidelines for managing any form of risk. To our
knowledge the notion of psychological risk (or human risk) is not explicitly
mentioned in these standards [6] [7]. This lapse is unfortunate, as today more
and more service companies are affected by these risks and are not properly
equipped to address them (e.g. employee burn-out and demotivation, and
clients’ lack of loyalty).
We include this literature review to show that service blueprinting, sociograms and ERM approaches are solely addressing a part of the human risk management problematic in service production. There is a need to develop a transdisciplinary research approach in these areas.
[8] demonstrated that the experiments of service are based on interactions
between several parties. Some interactions are visible while others are not. The
perception of the customer, compared with the service experience, makes him a
co-producer. [9] showed that any dysfunction between the actors of the service
can have fatal effects on the supplied service offer. Medium and large companies
suffer from it, because of their size and related structure. To solve this problem,
these authors proposed a directed graph model, weighted and generalized
(Weighted Generalized Directed Graph: WGDG) that combines the service blueprint with the determination of an optimal management of interactions between involved parties. [10] emphasized that to handle the problems of interactions within a group, it is necessary to identify the people susceptible to changing behavior during the service experience. In their model, every interaction
between two members of the same group is visually represented by a connection.
The resulting plan is used to analyze the internal social networks, which in their
turn help to identify the key attributes leading to the proper functioning of the
whole group. Their research also aimed at detecting the number of intermediaries who existed between two specific entities of contact (i.e. touchpoint). [11]
showed that by using a sociogram, it was possible to visualize the dyadic interactions between two parties in a context of experience. He was able to demonstrate
that with this visual tool, it was possible to connect events originally separated.
Using this technique, [12] conducted a study on aggression in schools. Their research led to the development of a graphic model, which combines the sociogram and statistics to determine if certain populations seem more affected than
others by the problems of aggression. This type of analysis allowed [13] to realize
a service model that adapts itself automatically when a failure is detected
through an analysis of human behavior. This type of service modeling uses techDOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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niques of data processing to rethink the behavior observed within the service offer.
[5] observed that the service blueprinting approach and in a general way the
graphic modeling of a service, places the customer at the heart of the activity. It
allows the company to concentrate itself on the key points of the service, in order to improve it and create value. The visual modeling of the human interactions can be useful not only for the companies of service, but also to handle
much more complex questions for the company. [14] made an empirical study
on the use of the analysis of the social networks (SNA: Social Network Analysis),
which aims to identify the necessary relations within a country’s government
during a war (e.g. Afghanistan) to reassure, stabilize, or reconstruct a country.
[15] have developed a graphic tool that connects customer expectations with
the company’s expectations. Thus, a sociogram allows better understanding of
group dynamics. [16] led an experiment in a Spanish university in Castilla-La
Mancha to determine how a group works, to understand the elements in connection with the organization, the relations between the interactions, and finally
the group dynamics. They discovered that certain group dynamics such as the
intensity of the relations between its members, and the level of cohesion plus the
level of socialization of every member in the group represented crucial points.
[17] were interested in the collaboration between partners and showed that these
could succeed only if the project’s participants shared a common objective. On
the basis of an analysis of social networks within an educational institution, [18]
identified the specific characteristics of the key people of an organization to optimize and facilitate corresponding human interactions. [19] conducted a research project on the impact of interactional difficulties between different parts
of a given service experience. They established that the employees, who were in
direct contact with the public (i.e. customers), could be under great psychological pressure from customers. This continuous exposure negatively affected the
behavior of the employee in the medium and long-term. [20] observed the phenomenon of retention of knowledge and information in a Scottish prison. They
noticed that this loss of conscious awareness could undermine the stability of a
penitentiary. By using an analysis of social networking, they demonstrated that
the hierarchical structure does not guarantee a good performance. [21] examined the existing theories on the social networks and their analysis. He schematized a series of interactions and hierarchical levels between the various
groups. He found that in some cases solely the sociological phenomenon of cliques was visible. [22] conducted a study on the relationship between the students of the Open University, namely a distance learning university. They employed the SNA (Social Network Analysis) to establish the links that students
maintain between themselves in the city of Kupang (and in connection with the
university).
To understand the functioning of social networks, [23] wanted to test the
concept of system reliability in an empirical manner. To do this, he examined
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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whether the information obtained through the formal structures organized by a
company was the same compared to the information obtained through informal
structures. They discovered that the informal structures could have a negative
impact on the performance and the risks of the company. The SNA approach is
also used in the medical domain. For example, to better understand how a medical institution worked, [24] studied the integration of health professionals in
multidisciplinary teams. He discovered that when a new healthcare professional
had been trained beforehand, the rate of new staff integration success was much
higher. As the social networks are generally constituted by human beings, [25]
was interested in the importance of emotional intelligence in the workplace. He
explored the existing theories and described the Bar-on, the Mayer and Salovey,
and the Goleman. The methodology of the Bar-on defines the emotional quotient as the opposite of the intelligence quotient (cognitive intelligence). Emotional intelligence was represented by a graphical modeling by [26]. It is divided
into four themes: perceiving the feelings; using the feelings; understanding the
feelings; and managing the feelings. This last theme is an adaptation of a theory
developed by [27].
Regarding the practical modeling of these concepts, [28] conducted an empirical study on the challenges of implementing a quality management system.
They identified five main challenges: the lack of management support for the
implementation of such a system; the human resources management (quality
management); the lack of corporate control on customer needs; the lack of planning of the qualitative aspects; and the lack of appropriate systems and resources
that allow setting up a system like this.
[29] highlighted the importance of hybrid services. This means that a service
is established at the same time by technological, human, and informative interactions. Moreover, an increase in services requires that the customer interacts
directly with the technology. The perception of the customer, with regard to this
type of service, is based on three variables, namely the quality of the interaction,
the quality of the technology, and the quality of auxiliary aids provided to the
customers.
E-mail is an extremely useful tool to analyze the interaction between people.
[30] analyzed the electronic communications exchanged between the employees
of the company, as well as the interactions between colleagues, to understand
how the company worked. According to their study, traditional methods, such
as processes and procedures, have been considered not performing well enough
to manage information. In fact, it is necessary to have the good person at the
right place in order to better share information. They developed the model of the
Matchmaker Index to determine which employees were the best adapted to work
together in the various departments of the company.
To interact, certain qualities are required. [31] began a study on the creativity
within the working groups. They established that the members who had a particular set of character traits were better able to produce quality work and thus
create a dynamic group. They identified the following attributes as being crucial:
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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having an open mind (for innovation); being able to trust each other; and being
socially competent (able to interact and communicate with others, etc.). However, some basic conditions must be organized to promote the collaboration between the employees. This task was not easy, as showed by [32], who conducted
an empirical study on enterprise management changes and their impact on the
internal and external relations. [33] revisited the evolution of the existing theories on “the actor-network”, which indicates that a network is implemented on
the basis of several negotiations with regard to the task every actor is supposed
to carry out. A service can be permanently improved. [34] showed that the “5S”
technique (which is translated into English as: sort, set in order, shine, standardize, and sustain) allows a company or a service to improve its performance. This
methodology is based on some fundamental principles of the organization, like
communication, discipline, normalization, and implication of the resources
which help a company to constantly improve. [35] observed in a study that the
aspects of a service, such as the price, the performance level or the IT support,
were also completely neglected.
The concept of “Value Proposition Design” consists of a method that uses the
“Business Model Canvas” [36]. It serves as a guide for creating products and services that the customers really want. The central idea is to avoid the risk of
wasting time, energy, and money, for products and services that will ultimately
not sell. This methodology can be used by the decision-maker to better organize
the information, manage the value proposition more effectively, have a common
vocabulary, bring reactivity, avoid wasting time, reduce the risk of failure, focus
on the essentials, concretely test the ideas, and finally bring the requested item to
or solve the problem of the end customer [37].
Following this literature review on the topics of enterprise risk management,
service blueprinting and sociograms, we see that the notion of human risk within the service experience is definitely addressed, although only partially. To our
knowledge, the model we propose is the first one that mixes elements of risk
management, service blueprint and the sociogram in order to address in a coherent manner the human risks present in the service experience.

3. Human Risk Addressed through the Sociogram and
Blueprinting
According to the Oxford Online Dictionary (2017), risk means: “A situation in-

volving exposure to danger; the possibility that something unpleasant or unwelcome will happen; a possibility of harm or damage against which something is
insured; or the possibility of financial loss”. Risks are correlated with a decision
taken. For example when you make a decision to invest in a bond or share market you will be automatically exposed to a potential loss. This exposure is called a
risk. When you lose money this risk becomes effective. For [38], there are different typologies of risk that they have identified as: financial, performance,
physical, psychological, and social risk. Psychological and social risks tend to be
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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treated together isolated from the other risks. They are however definitely part of
ERM. Indeed, if you are psychologically unstable, the way you interact socially or
with your colleagues can expose both you and your company to a risk.
Everybody is exposed to risks but especially enterprises. After many scandals
due to a lack of risk management, enterprises became more sensitive to that
problematic and some standards have been introduced to manage risk more efficiently. Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) has been developed to reduce risk
exposure inside enterprises, and as mentioned earlier, ERM like COSO and ISO
31000 have been created and are today deployed in most companies in the
world.
It is very difficult to have a global model because every company is exposed to
specific risks. [39] and [40] have shown that the presence of a Big Four auditor,
the independence of the board and the support of the CFO and CEO are crucial
to the implementation of an Enterprise Risk Management System (ERM). Enterprise Risk Management creates value for shareholders because it allows companies to have a look at risks from a macro and micro point of view. From the
macro side because enterprises have to identify external risks active in their environment (market, economy). From the micro side because ERM allows companies to identify potential risks inside a business unit [41]. A study on the
management of risk in companies and the notion of performance, [42] shows a
relationship between the implementation of an Enterprise Risk Management
system and enterprise performance. Some argue that the impact of ERM is quite
limited because performance depends on many other factors such as environment uncertainty, industry competition and company complexity [42].
Nonetheless, there are studies that show that an implementation of ERM and
the value of a company are positively correlated [43]. Actual models are limited,
however, and don’t take into account the social interaction between several
members of a group, which can be a source of risk inside a business unit.
To measure the human interaction within a service experience we are using a
second visualizing model that is called the sociogram, a tool developed in the
1930’s by Jakob Levy Moreno to show social interaction. The sociogram focuses
on the interactions between all the actors, and on the quality of its interactions
from a human point of view. It mixes graph theory from operations research as
well as from sociology. In operations research it is used to optimize networks.
The sociogram adds some metrics to graph theory to evaluate the human interactions within social networks, like emotions.
In terms of risk, the sociogram can show the individual well-being resulting
from service experience interactions. The main idea is to understand and limit
the risks of an incident due to a human factor in service.
The sociogram can also define who is rejected or popular inside a group and
helps to create group dynamics and maintain motivation [44]. Social network
analysis provides both a visual and a mathematical analysis of human relationships [45]. It is possible however to define influences and power distribution inside a group [46]. The sociogram allows analyzing information and for these
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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reasons it is used in many sectors [47]. To sum up, the sociogram could be very
useful in services to identify poor and weak interactions during the service experience.
In parallel, there is a tool called service blueprinting which allows creating a
picture of an entire service experience, but it is limited because it doesn’t take
social and human interactions into account. As we know, interaction is crucial to
maintaining a high quality service. The blueprint allows the mapping and modeling of an ecosystem in a service experience [48].
The service blueprinting approach can serve as a visual tool schematizing the
complete service experience, whereas the sociogram allows the interactions between the various actors present in the whole service experience to be more visible. Therefore, the combination of both tools is going to allow the modeling of
individual and social well-being. By using this combination, it is thus possible to
know the state of mind of an actor during the service experience, and how he
interacts with his interlocutors.
In a general way, service blueprinting corresponds to a simplified representation of a service experience [49]. The blueprint is often realized in the form of a
matrix with two axes (see Figure 1). The horizontal axis includes the various
stages of life of the service, while the various actors are identified on the vertical
axis. The horizontal axis is divided into three parts, namely: 1) the pre-transaction,
which is the phase that precedes the contact with the customer; 2) the transaction, which corresponds to the basic service (with the additional services); and
finally 3) the post-transaction which we could call the “after-sales service”, although this term too often has a negative connotation. The vertical axis stages all
the actors involved in the service experience, such as the customer, the front office, the back office, as well as the support. The customer is the beneficiary of the
service, whereas the front office represents the provider of the service who is directly in contact with the customer. The back office concerns the employees who
are behind the service offer, and who administer or support the front office. In
the center of the matrix are the actions and events associated with every actor,
according to the various stages of life of the service in question. Finally, the
progress of the service experience is divided by a “line of visibility” which distinguishes the visible and non-visible parts of the service, namely the front and
the back office.

4. A Case Study on Hospitality Management
4.1. The Practical Case with the Use of the Blueprint
To illustrate our concept, we imagined a service experience in the luxury hotel
business by combining the service blueprinting tool and the sociogram tool. To
make this service experience visible we modeled an existing timeline (see below),
which we transcribed on a first blueprint (see Figure 2). This blueprint
presents the basic service experience (macro vision). Using the sociogram, a
zooming in is done on a specific interaction described in the blueprint and the
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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Figure 1. The blueprint model (source: authors of this paper, adapted from Lovelock,
Wirtz, Lapert and Munos, 2014).

Figure 2. The initial blueprint of the practical case of the hotel with a first analysis, macro
view of the basic service experience (source: authors of this paper).

service experience in question (see Figure 3 for the zoom-in and Figure 4 for
the macro-sociogram). Figure 4 concentrates thus on the human interactions
involved in this area of the service life path. The final objective is to think about
a proposal for the solution, optimization, improvement or protection of the service. The improved blueprint (see Figure 5) shows the proposed solution, or in
this case, the way the hotel can anticipate these kinds of questions (e.g. advance
agreement).
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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Figure 3. The initial blueprint of the practical case of the hotel with a zoom-in of the
main human interactions within the service experience (source: authors of this paper).
: (Medium salient attribute) Reception; : (Important salient
Legend of Figure 3:
attribute) Price;
: (Low salient attribute) Speed; 1 : (Dysfunction, risk or defect) No
adequate solution.
1

1

2

1

1

3

1

Figure 4. The macro sociogram of the practical case for the hotel: a zoom-in of the main
human interactions within the service experience (source: authors of this paper).

In this case, the service blueprinting tool is used in order to have a macro
view. The main steps are: 1) the realization of a first basic blueprint; 2) the identification of the salient attributes of the service, those characteristics which define the notion of value to the client; 3) the social, protective, economic and environmental analysis; 4) the problem (or risk in our case) analysis with warnings,
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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Figure 5. The improved blueprint of the practical case for the hotel with a solution, macro view of the basic service experience, (source: authors of this paper). Legend of Figure
5:
: (Medium salient attribute) Reception;
: (Important salient attribute) Price;
: (Low salient attribute) Speed; 1 : (Point of anticipation) Advance agreement.
1

1

1

2

1

3

1

and the work on proposals for improvement and solutions (expectations, risk
management, service protection, optimizing delivery, etc.); 5) the creation of a
second improved blueprint; 6) the achievement of an action plan for the proposed solutions; and 7) the preparation of a final report. Finally, the micro-zoom
analyzed with the sociogram allows a focus on the main human risk contained
within the service experience, and helps to highlight the concerned human interactions.
The narrative timeline:
1) A businessman has to go from Berlin to Geneva to visit a client and also see
his beloved aunt who is in the hospital;
2) This person goes first of all to the hospital in the city centre to see his aunt;
3) He then leaves the hospital, and he meets his client in a cafe downtown;
4) After the coffee, he returns to the city centre to find a hotel for the night
(with the condition that he pays a maximum of 120 Swiss francs for one night);
5) The man tries several hotels, but without success. Tired, he finally goes into
a luxury hotel and asks to see the receptionist. This phase is important, because
in service, the first contact is decisive;
6) The receptionist is not really friendly at first. He mentions that he has no
room for one night at that price. There is a problem at this level, because the
price is important to this customer;
7) The businessman begins to feel very tired and stressed, and he continues to
insist with the receptionist;
8) The receptionist asks him to wait a moment and he makes a phone call to a
partner hotel. This point is crucial. This is where, using the sociogram, we can
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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explore different kinds of solutions, relying on the overall quality of interactions;
9) After a few minutes, the receptionist suggests a cheaper hotel not far away.
The receptionist realizes that he has to hurry, because the client is really tired;
10) The receptionist proposes to call the hotel himself to make the reservation.
The hotel in question confirms the reservation and the receptionist gives him the
directions to the other hotel;
11) The businessman thanks him and leaves the hotel.
The representation of the initial blueprint (see Figure 2) makes the life course
of the service visible by the client and by the other actors. If we follow the timeline, we can see that the customer is tired and that he quickly seeks a hotel with a
fixed price. Moreover, in most services, the first contact is often decisive. The
three main salient attributes are the reception, the price and the speed of the service in question. At this level, the point of dysfunction is the service management carried out by the reception of the hotel. In this context, how can we improve or anticipate this kind of problem? In our example, the receptionist contacts a partner hotel, and solves the client’s main problem. But, can we do better?
Can we show a better image of the hotel? And how can we work on these purely
human aspects? The next iteration is to re-draw a new (and improved) blueprint
with a concrete solution (proposal) and a new way of service for future customers. Finally, the use of the sociogram coupled with the blueprint tool will help us
to analyze the human interactions involved. Now, you have to imagine the following.
This second iteration gives an overview of the proposed improvement of this
service experience. Indeed, the idea is to develop a real agreement or partnership
contract between different hotels, in order to widen the scope of action and thus
to be able to better respond to the expectations of the customers. The macro sociogram shows the various social ties present between the actors. The businessman (or the principal client) comes to visit his aunt in the hospital, then he
makes his first contact with the receptionist, who himself is in contact with a
partner hotel (another receptionist). The resolution is made and an improvement point is defined. From this point of view, how could we evaluate and quantify this service experience? The blueprint allows us to represent the service from
the beginning to the end of the experiment. It highlights the main actors as well
as the various events and actions. In addition, the sociogram gives the possibility
to zoom in on one or more phases of the service in question, and to understand
how the actors interact. But, to quantify this human service problem, one solution would be to evaluate the level of happiness of the actors (i.e. any persons
involved in the service experience). For this, we imagined that a negative value
would correspond to a dissatisfied customer (or actor), and a positive value
would correspond to a satisfied actor. The sociogram could thus contain numerical
values (from −1: unsatisfied actor, 0: actor on expectation and +1: satisfied actor).

4.2. The Practical Case with the Use of the Sociogram
As mentioned above, our approach aims to link the tool of the blueprint with the
DOI: 10.4236/jssm.2017.106040
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sociogram view. After having represented and analyzed the service experience
with the blueprint, the use of the sociogram approach allows us to focus on a
phase of the service. The goal is to understand (or highlight) how actors interact
with one another. The interest is to bring out the various social ties as well as the
quality of the interactions in question. By following the practical case of the hotel
(see previous workflow and blueprints), we could use the sociogram tool coupled
with the blueprint method. We could even model an encrypted sociogram
representing an initial situation (with a basic level of satisfaction), and an improved final situation (with a more optimal level of satisfaction). To do this, we
propose two sociograms where one represents the initial values or the basic
mood state of the actors concerned, and a second sociogram that shows the final
(expected) values and new mood state at the end of the service experience.
To present the part with the sociogram, we again start from the storyline. At
the beginning and at the end of the story, we assume different data sets (these
values have been chosen arbitrarily solely to illustrate our approach; in a real
case the data are typically gathered through survey research). The data sets are
presented below and integrated in figures 6 and 7.
 Starting phase: tourist (1), aunt (−3), hotelier 1 (3), colleague (1) and hotelier 2 (11);
 Final phase (without improvement, see Figure 6): tourist (6), aunt (−2),
hotelier 1 (11), colleague (1) and hotelier 2 (11);
 Final phase (with the improvement, see Figure 7): tourist (8 = 6 + 2), aunt
(−2), hotelier 1 (14 = 11 + 3), colleague (1) and hotelier 2 (14 = 11 + 3).
This last iteration with the improvement (see Figure 7) demonstrates visually
and quantitatively that the fact of having established a contract or partnership
between the main hotel and the partner hotel, increases the level of satisfaction
and the mood of the customer. The (result of) total value for the basic sociogram
experience is: ((−2) + (6) + (11) + (1) + (11)) = 27, and the (total) value of the
new service life path is: ((−2) + (8) + (14) + (1) + (14)) = 35. In addition, the level of the satisfaction of the customer rose from 1 to 2 (with an increase of +1),
while the receptionist also increased his level of well-being from 4 to 5 (with an
increase of +1). Having a partnership agreement allows the receptionist to better
respond to the clients. It can also allow him to be empowered in his daily work,
and thus increase his well-being. As a result, the receptionist will surely be more
comfortable with the client, maybe less stressed and tired, and this situation will
be felt by the final customer.

5. Conclusions
The human personal experience is not well integrated within the existing tools of
service blueprinting. The actor’s profile, feelings and motivations are not taken
sufficiently into account as well. Consequently, we have developed an improved
visual tool where management would become a greater part of the process of
value creation.
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Figure 6. The final sociogram, solution without the improvement, (source: authors of this
paper).

Figure 7. The final sociogram, solution with the improvement, (source: authors of this
paper).

Our primary objective going forward is to work at several levels to sharpen the
use of service blueprinting while remaining focused on the human risk aspects
that are essential to understanding service delivery. The mix of the blueprint and
sociogram tools allows simultaneous observation of the health status of different
actors, of the service itself, and of the business. To achieve all of our reflection,
we conceptualized a new kind of blueprint, namely the “riskoprint” (see proposition in Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The riskoprint concept: overview of the concept proposed in this paper with the
mixing of the blueprint tool and the sociogram (source: authors of this paper).

We have developed a visual model which includes three dimensions i.e. blueprint, sociogram and risk map. This three-dimensional matrix is used to display
the degree of intensity experienced by actors during a service experience.
We start with the blueprint. The horizontal dimension (the service life stages)
concerns the chronology of the service from start to end. The phase of
pre-transaction (A) defines what happens before the service, while the
post-transaction phase (C) presents what happens after the service. The transaction (B) concerns the progress of the service. The vertical dimension (the actors
of the service) shows the type of person involved in the service experience as a
whole. This corresponds to the logic of the classical blueprint.
Secondly, we present the sociogram. The main risk in the service experience
corresponds to the human risk. The human is in the centre of the service, and
the service experience consists of a multitude of human interactions. The blueprint presents and orders the service experience and the sociogram focuses on
the human exchanges present throughout the service (or value) chain. Indeed,
thanks to the sociogram, the zoom-in allows us to assess the level to which the
service is experienced and perceived by the actors involved, and in particular the
customer’s perspective.
Finally, we add a third layer in the riskoprint that corresponds to a risk map.
The risk map collects the risk information according to impact and probability
from the sociogram and enables us to monitor the risks present in the blueprint
and address them thanks to proper mitigation. We are currently coding the
riskoprint based on R packages.
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